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The U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) $110 M Data Science and Analytics Support Services

Enterprise Wide Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) Contract was awarded to Simple Technology

Solutions' Joint Venture, Applied Cloud Technologies (ACT)

Applied Cloud Technologies (ACT), was one of only two small business awardees of the OPM Data

Science and Analytics Support Services BPA.

Washington, DC. May 2023 - Simple Technology Solutions (STS) is pleased to announce that our joint

venture with Applied Information Sciences (AIS), Applied Cloud Technologies (ACT), was one of two small

business awardees of the OPM Data Science and Analytics Support Services BPA. This contract win is a

testament to ACT's exceptional data engineering and machine learning capabilities, and underscores the

JV's commitment to delivering enterprise data solutions for federal agencies.

STS’s Data and Machine Learning Practice Lead, Katie Leonard, said, “OPM provides pivotal services to all

federal agencies and employees. We are proud to support such an important, far-reaching mission.”

This further enriches STS's growing portfolio of federal Data and Machine Learning contract awards.

Among these programs, STS proudly contributed to building an enterprise data lakehouse and

centralized reporting capability for the Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency (CSOSA),

exemplifying their ability to unify disparate agency data sources on a single cloud platform for improved

data quality and business insights. Furthermore, for a prominent Department of Homeland Security

agency, STS played a pivotal role in deploying expansive entity resolution and text extraction and

classification capabilities using large language models .

This contract represents a significant milestone for STS and ACT, as they continue to make substantial

strides modernizing enterprise f technology solutions within the federal sector.

For more information about Simple Technology Solutions and their joint venture, Applied Cloud

Technologies, please visit us at https://www.simpletechnology.io/
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About Simple Technology Solutions (STS):

Simple Technology Solutions transforms federal government operations with scalable, best-in-class cloud

and data technologies. We are the only small business that has Advanced Partnerships with Amazon

Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure.


